UX/ UI DESIGNER
About me

Work Experience

I have been a Graphic Designer for
more than 10 years, and I have been
working independently as a UX / UI
Designer for 4 years.

Freelance UX/UI Designer | Munben

Over the years I have contributed to
tech communities, such as meetups
and conferences, as well as
non-profit organizations such as CET
and Girls Effect. I always seek to
make an impact in what I do, be it
social or cultural.
I'm also a UI Developer, I love making
my creations come true.

Contact info
+54 9 11 68193608
hola@pecas.design
https://pecas.design/

Social Media
/cintiagonzalez
Linkedin

February 2019 - Now

Munben is a company dedicated to developing native apps for ios and
android. My focus was on improving the usability of existing applications,
and migrating to a more native UI.

Freelance UX/UI Designer | Welo
August 2018 - November 2020

Welo is a video editor with a distribution and monetization model for
premium content on news portals. In addition of the new UX, I was part
of the development team as a ui developer, and product manager.

Freelance Graphic Designer | Chicas en Tecnología
December 2017 - March 2021

Chicas en Tecnología is an Argentine non-profit civil society organization
that seeks to reduce the gender gap in the technological entrepreneurial
environment at the regional level. As part of the communication team, i
create the new branding, including web development, both UX and
Wordpress adapatation.

Graphic Designer | ACG Grupo de diseño
December 2007 - September 2016

ACG is a design studio that specialized in creating campaigns for
laboratories, and during that period I was in charge of different
cardiology campaigns and creation of branding for products.

/pecasdesign
Dribbble

Language
Spanish - Native

English - Professional
(First Certificate)

Education
Graphic Designer | UBA
2003 - 2008

UX / UI Designer | Coderhouse
09/2020 - 11/2020

Tools & Skills
UX/UI Designer
Figma
Zeplin
Whimsical

Graphic Designer
Illustrator
Photoshop
After Effects

UI Developer
Html 5 / CSS
VUE / NUXT
Angular

